NTHMP Panel Discussion ‐ Social Justice and Environmental Hazards
• Nate Wood, PhD, Supervisory Research Geographer
nwood@usgs.gov, Portland, Oregon
• Western Geographic Science Center, U.S. Geological Survey
• GIS analysis/modeling of societal vulnerability to hazards
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Preparing communities for tsunamis with equality or equity perspectives
Equality Perspective
• Everyone receives and understand information
the same way so one type of tsunami outreach
• Everyone has equal resources and time for
preparing for future tsunamis, so we assume
that if we do outreach, then people are ready
• Everyone has same ability and situation to
evacuate so same TsunamiReady criteria

Equity Perspective
• Tailor tsunami outreach to reflect the people
whose lives you are trying to save and
understand their constraints
• Provide outreach in multiple formats and outlets
to reach at‐risk individuals
• Actively determine who can prepare and if not,
why not? Tailor outreach based on feedback

Graphic from #PromoteHealthEquity, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/infographics/visualizing‐health‐equity.html

• Taking into account human and landscape
conditions when discussing evacuation
potential, options, and training needs
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How USGS research on community vulnerability to tsunami supports
an equity approach to mitigation, preparedness, response, recovery
Exposure
How many people and assets
are in hazard zones?

Sensitivity
What characteristics of people or
assets influence vulnerability?

Adaptive Capacity
Are people or systems currently able to reduce
vulnerabilities or adapt to situation?

• Reports/articles on the number of people, businesses, critical facilities, & infrastructure in tsunami zones

• Reports of demographic attributes of residents and business types in hazard zones
• Research on statistical analysis and mapping of socially vulnerable populations

• GIS tool for estimating travel time to evacuate tsunami zones, including ability to identify population types
• Articles on evacuation potential for at‐risk populations, including landscape and population factors

Risk Reduction

• Articles on GIS‐based decision frameworks for siting vertical evacuation refuges, including discussions of
population types and societal trade‐offs in choices

What new efforts can be done to
reduce or manage risks?

• Articles on societal implications of different evacuation policies and procedures
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